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User’s Guide

This guide will help you achieve better results in
working with the "Gutter Cleaner Dirt Buster". Included in this 
guide, assembly instructions, safety and warning tips on how to
 use the "Gutter Cleaner Dirt Buster" plus maintenance
program.

Assembly instructions:
 See picture #1: Extendable from 51" to 88" long
1- Elbow (B) must  slide on the smallest diameter of extension tubing (A)
    by aligning notches together.
2- Secure the elbow in place (B) by screwing the thumbscrew (to prevent thread
    failure, do not overtighten).
3- Connect vacuum cleaner flexible hose end ring (D) to inside extension tubing 
    biggest diameter (A).
4- You are now ready to work.
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How to use the"Gutter Cleaner Dirt Buster":

Safety tips:
- Never use near  electrical lines.
- Always place feet in stable position 
- Always use "Gutter Cleaner Dirt Buster" in a vertical position when cleaning gutters
- Never try to vacuum toxic or corrosive liquid or material
- Never use "Gutter Cleaner Dirt Buster" to vacuum hot or burning material
- Protect at all time your "Gutter Cleaner Dirt Buster" from falling down on hard surface
  especially in extended position
- Protect the handle at all time from shocks (fragile section).
- Never use the "Gutter Cleaner Dirt Buster" as a lever

Must read before using this unit

To access higher gutters:
Please note:
 * 2 Extended tubing assembled reaches 14' 8" high
 * 3 Extended tubing assembled reaches 22' high maximum

How to proceed see picture #2:
1- Remove elbow (B) from extension tubing (A).
2- Slide union(C) smallest diameter in place of the elbow, aligning notches together.
3- Secure in place with thumbscrew (to prevent thread failure, do not overtighten).
4- Add a new extension (not included) by slidding the biggest diameter
    inside the union (C) opening section.
5- Lock in place with thumbscrew (to prevent thread failure, do not overtighten).
6- Slide elbow (B) on the extension (A) smallest diameter remaining.
7- Lock elbow (B) in place with thumbscrew (to prevent thread failure, do not overtighten).
8- Connect to vacuum cleaner (see #3 in assembly instructions).
Now with a reach of 14' 8" high, you ’re ready to use your "Gutter Cleaner Durt Buster".
For a 22' extension, you will need to use a third extension tubing (A) and repeat 
procedures.  
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Picture #2

 Once assembled press down the red latch to slide the smallest diameter tubing to reach
 desired height to clean your gutters .  
  - Start vacuum
  - Place elbow in the gutter 
  - To wipe out dirt, inside the gutter, make a left to right movement
  - Always keep the "Gutter Cleaner Dirt Buster" in vertical position
  - Clean all the gutters and enjoy the work
  - Once the job  finished, disconnect  the "Gutter Cleaner Dirt Buster" from the vacuum 
  - Retract the extension tubing to its shortest position
  - Vacuum cleaner should be emptied in proper place
  

Maintenance:
Recommendation after using "Gutter Cleaner Dirt Buster"
  - To clean, tubing use a garden hose to remove dirt inside 
  - Store the "Gutter Cleaner Dirt Buster" in a dry place
  - Never pile heavy loads on the "Gutter Cleaner Dirt Buster"
  - You can leave the elbow on the extension tubing to hang up the unit during storage
  - For easier sliding movement of extension tubing, just spray silicone base lubricant
    inside the biggest diameter tubing
 
  
Included in each box:
  - 1 Extension tubing
  - 1 Elbow with thumbscrews installed
  - 1 Union with thumbscrews installed 
  - 1 User ’s guide
 
  Extra value:
"Gutter Cleaner Dirt Buster" extension tubing can also be used as an extension to reach
 commun vacuum flexible hose permitting to reach difficult, long distance and intricate 
place to vacuum.
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* Extra "Gutter Cleaner Dirt Buster" must buy double or triple kit. 

Use with 2.5" diameter flexible hose vacuum cleaner.
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